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Abstract Compared with the widely used 1H-NMR spectroscopy, two-dimensional
NMR experiments provides more sophisticated spectra which should facilitate the
identification of relevant spectral zones or biomarkers. This paper focusses on
proton 1H-1H-COSY (COrrelation SpectroscopY) spectral data. In spite of longer
inherent acquisition times, it is commonly accepted by users (biologists, healthcare
professionals) that the introduction of an additional dimension represents a huge
qualitative step for investigations in terms of metabolites identification. In other
words, it seems natural that more information leads to more predictive power.
But, until now, no statistical study clearly proved this assumption. Therefore a
fundamental question is ”Is this supplementary information relevant?”. In order to
extend the statistical properties developed for 1D spectroscopy to the challenges
raised by 2D spectra, a rigorous study of the repeatability of COSY spectra is
needed as a prerequisite. Having introduced new pre-processing concepts, such as
the Global Peak List or an ad hoc 2D ”bucketing”, this paper presents an inno-
vative methodology based on multivariate clustering algorithms to evaluate this
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question. Numerical clustering quality indexes and graphical results are proposed,
based both on the spectral presence or absence of peaks and on peak intensities,
and through different levels of spectral resolution. The methodology is applied to
two real experimental designs: a 4-mixture cell culture media containing various
supervised metabolites and a complex human serum based design. The second
goal of this paper is to compare clustering performances obtained on COSY and
on 1H-NMR spectra, with the aim of understanding to what extent the COSY
spectra carry more metabolomic informative content about the signal than 1D
ones. It is shown that COSY spectra appear to be statistically repeatable and,
in addition, provide better clustering results than corresponding 1H-NMR when
using unlabeled information.

Keywords COSY spectra · Repeatability and metabolomic informative content ·
Peak lists · Multivariate clustering algorithms · Real data

1 Introduction

The common question in medical metabolomics studies [19] consists in searching
for metabolites interpretable as biomarkers for a given disease, pathology or toxi-
city. These biomarkers are usually tracked in partial or complete spectral images,
linked with biofluids (serum, urine) or tissues, using adequate univariate or mul-
tivariate statistical techniques. It is clear that the sampling preparation, spectral
acquisition and data post-processing have a crucial impact on the global quality
of the data and on the chances to finally discover relevant biomarkers. Further-
more, an accurate statistical analysis will rarely compensate ”dirty” initial data.
Many acquisition and post-processing tools are available and it is often difficult to
objectively and quantitatively evaluate which ones will provide the more informa-
tive data in a given context. This motivated the development of the methodology
described in this paper when data are organized in groups.

In this context, proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectroscopy
generates spectral profiles describing the metabolite composition of collected sam-
ples. A comparison of several spectra of metabolites in various specific states per-
mits a preliminary graphical and qualitative investigation of changes in metabo-
lite composition inherent to the presence of a ”stressor”. However, the complexity
of 1H-NMR spectra and the number of spectra (of samples) usually available in
metabolomics studies require a semi-automated data analysis. In addition, system-
atic differences between samples are often hidden behind biological noise and/or
behind peak shifts.

To avoid these peak shifts and the usual overlappings of potentially indepen-
dent signals, the use of two-dimensional homonuclear or heteronuclear experi-
ments has gained attention these last years to identify metabolites. However, these
tools are often left behind due to longer, and sometimes prohibitive, acquisition
times. In this paper, COSY spectra are investigated [11] [1]. COSY consists in
a correlation-based method for determining which signals arise from neighboring
protons (usually up to four bonds). Correlations appear when there is spin-spin
coupling between protons (i.e. correlation between two or more nearby chemical
processes). Several works exist in the literature in order to get around the time-
consumming acquisition problem, specifically for multidimensional COSY data (for
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example Ultrafast-COSY [4] [21] or PALSY-COSY [26]). Compared to 1H-NMR
experiments for instance, the introduction of an additional dimension should al-
low a better representation of metabolites, a better predictive power and a better
biomarker identification. Several works are already based on 2D-COSY or on faster
extentions of COSY, such as in [28], [30] or [5]. But, until now, no statistical study
clearly proved the superiority of 2D spectra. This lack leads to a central and funda-
mental question: is this supplementary information really relevant in the context
of metabolomics analyses? If it is the case, the interest of using two-dimensional
methods would be legitimated, even at the price of potentially superior acquisition
times.

In this paper, ”Repeatability” is a key notion. By repeatability, the intention
is to evaluate the amount of captured information (i.e. the extent to which signals
are captured) compared with the noisy part through several spectra. It goes away
from the more classic version of repeatability in spectrometry which involves only
one spectrum at a time. Generally, a measure can be considered as the sum of a
signal (useful information) and noise. In many metabolomics studies, the signal is
controlled and often linked with the existence of different mixtures, different sam-
ples or different groups of people (people affected by a disease vs. healthy people,
people affected by a disease at different levels, etc...). And the noisy part of the
information is generally provoked by the characteristics of the design, the meth-
ods of acquisition, the temporal dimension (repetitions during time, deterioration
of the samples, etc...) and the processing. The purpose would be to measure the
predominance of the signal with regard to noise, but it is not obvious in a non-
supervised context. A way is to suppose that only the useful information can be
”repeatable” and that the noise is independent and identically distributed, with
signal |= noise. With this hypothesis, evaluating the repeatability gives an idea
if signal >> noise or not. In other words, repeatability may reflect the amount
of metabolomic informative content (MIC) for any set of spectra, allows a direct
comparison between different spectral tools and can also be seen as an evaluation
of predictive ability in this paper.

According to this context and by using peak lists data sets, the first goal is to
show that COSY spectra are repeatable, i.e. that COSY spectra allow to capture
the main part of the information connected to the signal(s). The second goal is
to demonstrate that COSY spectra are ”more repeatable” than 1H-NMR corre-
sponding spectra and, by doing so, to demonstrate the utility and the importance
of the additional second dimension. To reach these goals and to obtain quanti-
tative responses, a multivariate clustering approach is selected and applied on
unlabeled spectra in order to recover the signal. Two clustering algorithms (hi-
erarchical Ward algorithm and K-Means algorithm) are used, as well as multiple
combinations between different distance measures, between the use of binary posi-
tions vectors (presence or absence of a peak) and of intensity vectors and between
different spectral resolutions.

This work shows that COSY spectra allow to well discriminate groups linked
with different signals, proving that they are repeatable in spite of the noisy factors.
It also shows that the clustering processes perform better with COSY spectra than
with 1H-NMR ones, thus confirming a higher MIC for the two-dimensional spectra.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed description
of the two experimental designs used to illustrate the methodology and reach
the goals. These experimental designs are both involving real data: the first one
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implies repeated measurements of 4-mixture cell culture media containing various
supervised metabolites, and the second one, a human serum based design with
time sampling repetitions and multiple measurement permutations. In each case,
COSY spectra and 1H-NMR spectra are collected together for further comparisons.
Section 3 provides a description of the different pre-processing steps: construction
of a ”Global Peak List”, construction of binary positions vectors and intensity
vectors, symmetrisation, water peak deletion, outlier deletion, etc... In this section,
it is also explained how the spectral resolution is controlled (and the size of the
data sets) by performing a so-called ”bucketing” based on changes in the number
of decimals in the global matrix. Clustering algorithms and associated distance
measures are also detailed in this section. Section 4 contains the results: first, an
analysis of the COSY spectra repeatability based on both positions (presences or
absences of peaks) and intensities. Numerical outputs and a dendrogram illustrate
these results. The comparisons between 1D and 2D spectra are also discussed in
Section 4. Finally, a general conclusion and further works are given in Section 5.

2 Materials: COSY spectra, experimental designs and acquisition
parameters

In this section, a short description of the second dimension in COSY spectra will
motivate the main goal of this paper. Then, details about the two real experimental
designs used to illustrate the methodology are provided. And finally, a technical
explanation of 1H-NMR and COSY spectra acquisition is proposed in Section 2.3.

2.1 The COSY second dimension

In a standard 1H-1H-COSY experiment (see Fig. 1), Fourier transform of FID (Free
Induction Decay) gives the first dimension and Fourier transform of information
with varying evolution times (τ) gives the second one. When the raw spectra are
Fourier transformed in the τ dimension, the normal coherence is detected, such
signals appear along the diagonal of the resulting 2D spectrum. In addition, the
coherence from the frequency of the coupled partner is also detected and results in
cross peaks at that position. The diagonal of the resulting 2D spectrum contains
the information relative to the one-dimensional corresponding 1H-NMR spectrum
[10] (see Fig. 2). Wherever there is a peak on one axis, there is a peak on the
diagonal.

However, if resonances are coupled, coherence transfer may lead to crosspeaks
(if detectable). In 1H-NMR, another challenge occurs when signals overlap: it is
often difficult in that case to determine without error if one peak corresponds to
one signal (one metabolite) or to several ones. In 2D, symmetric set of off-diagonal
peaks correspond to coupling (see an illustration in Fig. 3). These off-diagonal
correlation peaks are, by construction, specific to 2D homonuclear experiments
and provide the additional information.

By visualizing 1D and 2D spectra, it can seem obvious that more dimensions
mean more information, and probably more predictive power. But, this intuition
can be true only if the second dimension contains relevant signal and not only
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Fig. 1 Two-Dimensional Correlated Spectroscopy (2D-COSY) consists in a first pulse followed
by a specific evolution time τ and a second pulse followed by the measurement period. Several
variations of τ are needed before obtaining COSY experiments.

Fig. 2 Correspondance between a 1D spectrum and the diagonal of a 2D COSY spectrum.
Final representation via an horizontal slice through the 2D spectrum.

noise. This is what motivates the main objective of this paper: a statistical valida-
tion confirming that the additional dimension really provides additional relevant
information about the signal is needed.

2.2 Experimental designs

The methodology presented in this paper is applied on two real data sets, obtained
from two designed experiments.

2.2.1 First design: cell culture media

The first design is based on four different mixtures (four cell culture media con-
taining various levels of different metabolites like fetal bovine serum, amino acids,
vitamins, proteins, etc...): DMEM/F12, MEM, RPMI/1640 et DMEM. 500µl of
cell culture media were supplemented with 200µl of deuterated phosphate buffer
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Fig. 3 Basic illustration of coupling and off-diagonal peaks in a COSY spectrum.

containing 1% of sodium azide and 10µl of TMSP (10 mg/ml). The solutions were
then transferred into 5mm NMR tubes before NMR measurement. Three samples
per mixture were collected, and three repeated measures were performed on each
sample. All samples were subject to freezing and defrosting steps, with real risks
of degradation and bacterial contamination because of the duration of the 2D
analysis process.

In this design, signal corresponds to the four initial mixtures and noise arises
from the sampling, time replicates, risks of degradation and other acquisition and
condition parameters. 36 measures are finally available, corresponding to 36 COSY
spectra and 36 corresponding peak lists. These peak lists are (ti×3) matrices: with
ti the number of detectable peaks (whose values are above a machine-designed
threshold) in sample i (i = 1, ..., 36). The three columns in these matrices corre-
spond to the coordinate, or chemical shift, on the first axis (ppm), the coordinate
on the second axis (ppm) and the raw intensity of the peak. The 36 corresponding
1H-NMR spectra were also collected. The total number of spectra is called n in
the remainder of the paper.

2.2.2 Second design: human serum

The second experimental design is based on human serum. Four blood donors
were engaged for the study. For each collected sample, 500 µl of serum were sup-
plemented with 200µl of deuterated phosphate buffer containing 1% of sodium
azide and 30µl of TMSP (10 mg/ml). The solutions were then transferred into
5mm NMR tubes before NMR measurement. The design consists in eight days of
measurements with replicates within each day and multiple permutations accord-
ing to a latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method [9] (in order to avoid confusion
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between donors and times of analysis). For each day, the four donors samples were
analyzed and provided four COSY spectra and four 1H-NMR spectra. Spectral
techniques (1D or 2D COSY) have not been applied at the same moment of the
day, thus creating different delays before spectral measurement.

Finally, eight measures/spectra/peak lists are obtained per donor, which cor-
responds to 32 measures in all (32 1D spectra and 32 COSY spectra). Again, peak
lists are from particular interest and correspond to (ti × 3) matrices with ti the
number of detectable peaks in the sample, or spectra, i (i = 1, ..., 32).

2.3 Spectra acquisition

1D and 2D spectra were recorded at 298K on a Bruker Avance spectrometer oper-
ating at 500.13MHz for the proton signal acquisition. The instrument was equipped
with a 5mm TCI cryoprobe with a Z-gradient. Due to the nature of the samples,
a presaturation sequence was used in all the experiments in order to minimize the
water signal. All data were referenced to internal sodium 3-trimethylsilyl-2,2,3,3-
d4-propionate (TMSP) at 0.00 ppm chemical shift. According to sample type, the
1H-NMR spectra were acquired using either a 1D NOESY-presat sequence (cell
culture mixture) or a CPMG relaxation-editing sequence with presaturation (hu-
man sera). Upon the presence of proteins in serum, the use of a sequence with a
T2 filter (CPMG) greatly improves the baseline.

The NOESY-presat experiment used a RD-90◦-T1-90◦-tm-90◦-sequence with
a relaxation delay of 4s, a mixing time of 100ms and a fixed T1 delay of 20µs. The
water suppression pulse was placed during the relaxation delay (RD). The number
of transients was typically 32. The acquisition time was fixed to 3.2769001s and a
quantity of four dummy scans was chosen.

The CPMG experiment used a RD-90◦-(t-180◦-t)n-sequence with a relaxation
delay (RD) of 2s, a spin echo delay (t) of 400µs and the number of loops (n)
equal to 80. The water suppression pulse was placed during the relaxation delay
(RD). The number of transients was typically 32. The acquisition time was fixed
to 3.982555s and a quantity of four dummy scans was chosen.

The data were processed with the Bruker Topspin 2.1 software with a standard
parameter set. The phase and baseline corrections were performed manually over
the entire spectral range. Gradient enhanced magnitude COSY experiment with a
presaturation during relaxation delay was used for 2D measurements. Spectra were
collected with 4096 points in T2 and 300 points in T1 over a sweep width of 16 ppm,
with six scans per T1 value. The resulting COSY spectra were processed in Topspin
2.1 using standard methods, with zero-degree shifted sine-squared apodization in
both dimensions and zero filling in T1 to yield a transformed 2D dataset of 2048
by 2048 points.

Peak lists were then extracted using ACD/Labs 12.00 (ACD/NMR processor,
freeware).
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3 Methods: global peak list, pre-processing steps and clustering
analysis

In this section, all data manipulations and pre-processing steps, both for standard
metabolomics studies and for the particular purpose of this paper, are detailed.
Then, a discussion on how to control the data resolution and, consequently, the size
of the databases is proposed. Finally, clustering algorithms and related distance
measures are also described in detail.

3.1 Global Peak List matrix

When one wants to perform simultaneous data analysis of a set of COSY spectra,
a first requirement is to gather them together in a global object. The solution
proposed here consists in building a so-called ”Global Peak List” (GPL) matrix
from the (ti×3) individual peak list matrices available for each 2D spectra (see the
middle part of Fig. 4 for an unique individual peak list, the bottom part of Fig. 4
for the GPL). This (T ×N) GPL matrix includes the T pairs of coordinates that
appear in at least one of the individual spectra. The N = 2 + 2n columns include
first the two coordinates columns, and then, for each individual spectrum, two
columns corresponding to the observed intensity measures and to a deduced binary
number (1 or 0) indicating if the peak appears or not (i.e. if the corresponding
intensity is stricly positive or not). For the first design, the GPL is a (3250× 74)
matrix (74 = 2 + 2 ∗ 36). For the second one, the GPL is a (6686 × 66) matrix
(66 = 2 + 2 ∗ 32). The GPL matrix can also be viewed as a combination of three
matrices: a (T × 2) matrix of coordinates, a (T × n) matrix of intensities I and a
(T × n) matrix of positions P (presence or absence).

In this paper, both spectral intensities and peak positions are considered of
particular interest. Working on the signals’ positions or, in other words, on the
simple existence of signals is motivated by a biological justification: a signal, or
a particular metabolite, can be observed or not for a particular donor or in a
particular media. If a signal is present in detectable quantity, this presence or ab-
sence is supposed to be stable, whereas intensities are variable from one measure
to another, according to potential uncontrolled factors. Working on positions, or
absence/presence, can then be seen as a qualitative approach; working on inten-
sities can be seen as a more quantitative approach as it is directly linked with
concentrations.

3.2 Pre-processing steps

Some classical pre-processing steps have been implemented on the Global Peak
List matrices:

– Symmetrisation. By construction, all COSY spectra have to be symmetrical
around the diagonal (see Section 2.1). Consequently, all other points or peaks
are artifacts and have to be removed. It mainly concerns negative intensities
and typical ”crosses” which arise when choosing a wrong baseline and/or when
some signals are abnormally too intense [16].
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Fig. 4 From an individual COSY spectrum and peak list to the GPL matrix. See text for
details about intensities (INT1, INT2, ...) and positions (P1, P2, ...) columns.

– Water zone deletion. Water is not of interest for metabolomics investiga-
tions. In COSY spectra, water peaks are concentrated in a square area between
4.5 and 5.5 ppm. Intensities and positions inside this area were simply removed
by assigning them a zero value. More advanced methods also exist, see for ex-
ample [15].

– Normalization of the intensities. Vectors of recoded intensities are simply
obtained by applying a constant sum (= 1) normalization after water zone
deletion.

– Outlier deletion. Some spectra can contain unexpected extreme signal val-
ues due, for example, to exceptional external factors. These outliers should be
identified before data analysis and removed because they could be too influ-
ent. On both position and recoded intensities vectors, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) were applied for graphical identification of outliers, and Ma-
halanobis distances were calculated between raw spectra and between group
centered spectra. In the context of the first experimental design, three spectral
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outliers were found and ignored for upcoming analysis (because simultaneously
suspected via positions and intensities). In the same way, three spectra were
suspected to be outliers for the second design (see Fig. 5 for an illustration).

Fig. 5 Graphical identification of outliers using PCA’s score plot. Here, three spectral outliers
are detected based on intensities vectors: Day 2 (J2) at Time 16 (T16) for donor 4 (D4), Day
2 (J2) at Time 11 (T11) and Day 8 (J8) at Time 9 (T9) for donor 3 (D3).

3.3 Control of data resolution

In 1H-NMR spectroscopy, bucketing tools are common and widely used to control
the spectral resolution and/or to overcome the misalignments problem. Classical
and more advanced bucketing methods have already shown their usefulness for
1H-NMR spectra [22] [24]. In this paper, a bucketing step adapted to 2D-COSY is
proposed in order to control the size of the database and, consequently, the resolu-
tion level of the two-dimensional spectra. Practically, a variation of the number of
decimals of the coordinates is proposed. The intensities belonging to a bucket are
then aggregated. For example, if the couples of coordinates [3.286; 4.194], [3.281;
4.189] and [3.278; 4.191] provide positive intensities INT1, INT2 and INT3 respec-
tively, the couple [3.28; 4.19] provides an intensity equal to INT1+INT2+INT3
when adjusting the number of allowed decimals from 3 to 2. In this paper, three,
two and one decimal cases are tested for analysis. Using this method, the width
of the COSY peaks is adjusted and the resolution and size of the databases are
also adjusted simultaneously. Furthermore, intermediate resolutions can of course
be computed in the same way.
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One decimal Two decimals Three decimals
First design (909 × 74) (2348 × 74) (3250 × 74)

Second design (1106 × 66) (4172 × 66) (6686 × 66)

Table 1 Dimensions of the GPL matrices according to different resolutions

For positions, the aggregation process leads to another dummy variable and
results from a simple function: a peak is considered in a bucket if at least one
peak is present at the lower resolution level. For example, 1 and 1 lead to 1, 1
and 0 lead to 1 and 0 and 0 lead to 0 (absence everywhere). Finally, for the two
experimental designs, the GPL matrices have the dimensions described in Table 1
after ”bucketing” and before outlier deletion.

3.4 Clustering algorithms and distance measures

This section introduces a methodology able to quantify and compare with adequate
indexes the ”repeatability” (in a sense of advantageous signal capture compared
to noise) of different sets of spectra. This methodology is applied in Section 4 to
the two designs (each organized in four groups: mixtures or blood donors) in order
to compare the repeatability of 1D and 2D COSY spectra.

For 2D experiments, several combinations between intensities and position vec-
tors, and between the use of one, two or three decimal(s) GPL matrices is tested.
Using all this information, an intuitive way to evaluate the repeatability of COSY
spectra consists in non-supervised multivariate clustering (blind, with no a priori
labeled information). The key idea is quite simple: if one manages to well sepa-
rate and recover the four initial mixtures starting from the 36 unlabeled spectral
measures of the first design, and/or if one manages to well separate and recover
the four blood donors starting from the 32 unlabeled spectral measures of the
second design, the goal is reached. It would mean that the signal, specific to each
group of spectra, is sufficiently captured, despite the noise due to the time repe-
titions, the sampling methods, the freezing and defrosting periods of the samples,
the risks of bacterial contamination, the potential environmental changes, etc... In
other words, the objective is to verify that the within-cluster (intra) variance is
minimized and that the between-cluster (inter) variance is maximized during data
acquisition. Clustering is a natural and accurate tool to check this problem.

Two well-known clustering algorithms are considered: the hierarchical Ward
algorithm and the K-Means algorithm (for intensities only in this second case).

– The Ward’s Algorithm [27] [17] is a commonly used procedure for forming
hierarchical groups of mutually exclusive subsets. It is particularly useful for
large-scale studies (ideally with more than 100 objects) when a precise optimal
solution for a specified number of groups is not practical. Given n objects,
this procedure reduces them to n − 1 mutually exclusive sets by considering
the union of all possible n(n − 1)/2 pairs and selecting the union having the
minimal dissimilarity measure or aggregation index. Initially, each object is
assigned to its own cluster and then the algorithm proceeds iteratively, at each
stage joining the two most similar clusters, continuing until there is just a
single cluster. At each stage distances between clusters are recomputed by the
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Lance-Williams dissimilarity update formula [17] [18]. In this work, the hclust
R (http://www.R-project.org) function is used, which performs hierarchical
clustering and proposes a set of dissimilarity measures.

– K-means clustering [14] is a vector quantization method, originally from
signal processing, that is popular for cluster analysis in machine learning. K-
means clustering aims at partitioning the n observations into k clusters in
which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving
as a prototype of the cluster. This results in a partitioning of the data space
into Voronoi cells. The most common algorithms use an iterative refinement
and alternates between assignment steps and update steps [13]. They can only
be applied on intensities here because means can not be properly defined for
binary variables. The kmeans R function is used, allowing the joint use of the
Hartigan-Wong, Lloyd and McQueen algorithms [6] [12].

Of course, both algorithms need the choice of an appropriate similarity mea-
sure, or distance, to quantify the neighborhood relation between two objects.

Clustering on binary positions vectors is first considered here. Specific similar-
ity measures such as Ochiai, Jaccard, Dice or Russel-Rao are needed to capture
the binary specificity [20]. To avoid redundancy, only two of them are used in
this paper: the Jaccard and Ochiai ones. Given p binary (0=absent; 1=present)
attributes, like the positions in this paper, these similarity measures between any
two objects X and Y of a library are built from a general contingency table,
counting the number of common attributes (see Table 2).

Y = 1 Y = 0
X = 1 a b
X = 0 c d

Table 2 Contingency table for two binary attributes

On this basis, the Jaccard and Ochiai similarity measures have both a range
of 0 to 1 and are defined as follows:

Jaccard(X,Y ) =
a

a+ b+ c
=
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y | (1)

Ochiai(X,Y ) =

√
a

a+ b

√
a

a+ c
=
|X ∩ Y |√
|X|.|Y |

. (2)

Obviously, two spectra with many common peaks are supposed to provide high
measures. The Jaccard measure can be interpreted as the size of the intersection
divided by the size of the union of the sample sets; and the Ochiai measure as a
geometric mean of the probabilities that if one object has the attribute, the other
object has it too. Because product increases weaker than sum when only one
of the terms grows, Ochiai will be really high only if both of the two proportions
(probabilities) are high. It implies that the objects must share a great part of their
attributes to be considered similar by Ochiai. Notice that the Ochiai coefficient
can be considered as being identical to the cosine similarity index [7].
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Clustering algorithms on recoded intensities are also implemented and use the
classic euclidean distance as similarity measure. In Cartesian coordinates, if X =
(x1, x2, ..., xp) and Y = (y1, y2, ..., yp) are two objects in Rp, then the euclidean
distance from X to Y , or from Y to X, is given by:

d(X,Y ) = d(Y,X) =

√√√√ p∑
i=1

(yi − xi)2 = ||Y −X||2 . (3)

In this paper, the number of clusters is set to K = 4 in order to corre-
spond to the initial number of mixtures (first design) and to the initial number of
blood donors (second design). Multiple combinations between Ward/K-Means al-
gorithms, between intensities/positions vectors, between one/two/three decimals
for the resolution of the GPL matrices (and between Ochiai/Jaccard measures
for the binary part of the clustering) were experimented; results are discussed in
Section 4.

3.5 Numerical indexes to evaluate the quality of the clustering results

To allow an objective and numerical evaluation of the quality of the clustering
results, four indexes have been used: Dunn, Davies-Bouldin, Rand and Adjusted
Rand indexes. The two first evaluate the homogeneity of clusters regardless of the
initial groups content; the two last measure the correctness of the non-supervised
clustering process according to these initial groups.

The Dunn index (DI) [3] corresponds to the ratio between the smallest
distance between observations not in the same cluster and the largest intra-cluster
distance. Let C = (C1, ..., CK) be a particular clustering partition of n objects
into K disjoint clusters. Let ∆m be the maximum distance between observations
in the cluster Cm. The Dunn index is computed as:

DIC = min
Ck,Cl∈C,Ck 6=Cl

{
mini∈Ck,j∈Cl

dist(i, j)

maxCm∈C∆m

}
. (4)

In this work, the evaluation of inter and intra-cluster distances is based on
euclidean, Ochiai or Jaccard metrics according to the nature of the data.

The Davies-Bouldin index (DBI) [2] is an internal evaluation scheme, where
the validation of how well the clustering has been done is evaluated using quantities
and features inherent to the dataset. Let Ci be a cluster. Let xj be a p dimensional
feature vector of the objects assigned to cluster Ci, Ai the medoid associated with
Ci and |Ci| the cardinality of Ci. Medoids are preferred compared with centroids
in order to be able to work on binary positions. With these preliminary definitions,
let Γi be the euclidean measure of variation within this cluster:

Γi =

√√√√ 1
|Ci|

|Ci|∑
j=1

||xj −Ai||2 .
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The euclidean example is detailed here but note that many other distance
metrics can be used. Again, in the case of binary variables, the euclidean distance
is replaced by the Ochiai and Jaccard ones. Let also γ(Ci, Cj) be a measure of
separation between cluster Ci and cluster Cj , and ai,l the lth element of Ai,
(l = 1, ..., L). One can write:

γ(Ci, Cj) = d(Ai, Aj) = ||Ai −Aj ||2 =

√√√√ L∑
l=1

|ai,l − aj,l|2 .

On this basis, the Davies-Bouldin index is defined as follows:

DBIC ≡
1

K

K∑
i=1

max
j:i6=j

{
Γi + Γj

γ(Ci, Cj)

}
. (5)

Finally, the Rand index (RI) and the Adjusted Rand index (ARI) [8]
are measures of the similarity between two data clusterings, used to evaluate the
quality of the classification. From a mathematical point of view, the Rand in-
dex is related to the accuracy, but is applicable even when class labels are not
directly used. Given again a set of n objects X = {x1, . . . , xn} and two parti-
tions of X to compare, C1 = {C1

1 , . . . , C
1
K1
}, a partition into K1 subsets, and

C2 = {C2
1 , . . . , C

2
K2
}, a partition into K2 subsets, let us define the following nota-

tions:

– ma as the number of pairs of elements in X that are in the same set in C1 and
in the same set in C2,

– mb as the number of pairs of elements in X that are in the same set in C1 and
in different sets in C2,

– mc as the number of pairs of elements in X that are in different sets in C1 and
in the same set in C2,

– md as the number of pairs of elements in X that are in different sets in C1 and
in different sets in C2.

The Rand index is defined as:

RI =
ma +md

ma +mb +mc +md
(6)

Intuitively, ma +md can be considered as the number of agreements between
C1 and C2, and mb +mc as the number of disagreements. The Rand index has a
value between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating that the two data clusters do not agree
on any pair of points and 1 indicating that the data clusters are exactly the same.

The Adjusted Rand index (ARI) is the corrected-for-chance version of the
Rand index. Though the Rand Index may only yield a value between 0 and 1,
the Adjusted Rand Index can yield negative values if the index is less than the
expected index. Following the same notations ma, mb, mc and md, it is defined
as [23]:

ARI =

(
n
2

)
(ma +md)− [(ma +mb)(ma +mc) + (mb +md)(mc +md)](

n
2

)2 − [(ma +mb)(ma +mc) + (mb +md)(mc +md)]
(7)
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Note that DI, RI and ARI have to be as high as possible to represent good
clustering partitions. DBI has to be as small as possible.

4 Results and discussion

In this section, clustering methods and related quality indexes are used to assess
the repeatability of different versions of COSY spectra. The first upcoming sub-
section proposes numerical outputs based on the indexes defined in Section 3.5
for both designs and for combinations of experiments described in Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4. Then, in Section 4.2, comparisons between clustering results based on
2D COSY spectra and on corresponding 1H-NMR spectra are shown. This section
will allow to demonstrate on the two designs that, indeed, COSY spectra include
additive relevant information for spectral classification as compared to 1H-NMR
ones (providing consequently a better MIC). By doing this, a statistically-proved
response to the initial key question (does supplementary information include rel-
evant and crucial information?) is provided.

4.1 Repeatability of COSY spectra

The numerical results are available in Table 3 for the first experimental design,
and in Table 4 for the second one. Note that only a part of all the considered
combinations are shown to avoid too much redundancy and to improve clarity.

Signal Dec. Algorithm Distance T DI DBI RI ARI
Positions 1 Ward Jaccard 909 0.712 1.466 0.914 0.811
Positions 1 Ward Ochiai 909 0.712 1.466 0.914 0.811
Positions 2 Ward Jaccard 2348 0.857 1.688 0.757 0.420
Positions 2 Ward Ochiai 2348 0.827 1.688 0.757 0.420
Positions 3 Ward Jaccard 3250 0.893 1.722 0.601 0.189
Positions 3 Ward Ochiai 3250 0.892 1.722 0.601 0.189
Intensities 1 Ward Euclidean 909 0.298 0.541 0.927 0.853
Intensities 1 K-means Euclidean 909 0.298 0.541 0.927 0.853
Intensities 2 Ward Euclidean 2348 0.239 1.249 0.669 0.609
Intensities 2 K-means Euclidean 2348 0.311 1.356 0.657 0.501
Intensities 3 Ward Euclidean 3250 0.439 1.540 0.588 0.425
Intensities 3 K-means Euclidean 3250 0.434 1.614 0.597 0.439

Table 3 First design: numerical clustering performances according to different versions of
COSY spectra. The column ”Dec.” denotes the number of decimal(s) for the data in the GPL
matrix.

Globally, the results are very promising with many RI (and ARI) greater than
0.7, particularly with bucketed data when one or two decimals in the GPL matrices
are used. Unlabeled individuals are well grouped together, with no prior knowledge,
and this according to the presence of numerous potential noise factors (sampling,
time replicates, degradation, changes in temperature, etc...).

Considering first the position-based partitions, particular groups are already
well isolated in the majority of cases (for instance, the third cell culture mixture
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Signal Dec. Algorithm Distance T DI DBI RI ARI
Positions 1 Ward Jaccard 1106 0.796 1.569 0.937 0.825
Positions 1 Ward Ochiai 1106 0.722 1.569 0.937 0.825
Positions 2 Ward Jaccard 4172 0.945 1.800 0.772 0.401
Positions 2 Ward Ochiai 4172 0.899 1.800 0.772 0.401
Positions 3 Ward Jaccard 6686 0.981 1.792 0.650 0.171
Positions 3 Ward Ochiai 6686 0.963 1.792 0.650 0.171
Intensities 1 Ward Euclidean 1106 0.419 0.643 0.932 0.804
Intensities 1 K-means Euclidean 1106 0.419 0.643 0.932 0.804
Intensities 2 Ward Euclidean 4172 0.689 1.592 0.789 0.422
Intensities 2 K-means Euclidean 4172 0.706 1.742 0.735 0.288
Intensities 3 Ward Euclidean 6686 0.778 1.668 0.578 0.055
Intensities 3 K-means Euclidean 6686 0.765 1.886 0.647 0.135

Table 4 Second design: numerical clustering performances according to different versions of
COSY spectra. The column ”Dec.” denotes the number of decimal(s) for the data in the GPL
matrix.

in the first design was known to be significantly different from the others). An
example is given in Fig. 6.

With the recoded intensities-based partitions, the four mixtures are generally
well recovered by the algorithms in spite of the sampling procedure and time
repetitions. For the first design, the best clustering result is obtained with the
one-decimal GPL matrix, thus underlying the importance of the ”bucketing” step:
Fig. 7 shows that there is only one error during the blind clustering process and RI
and ARI indexes are maximized (RI=0.927 and ARI=0.853 in Table 3). The con-
clusion is the same for the second design concerning the blood donors (RI=0.932
and ARI=0.804 in Table 4).

More generally, Dunn and Davies-Bouldin indexes are subject to significative
variations between experiments and are not very satisfactory for some combina-
tions (several DI less than 0.5 and DBI greater than 1.5 in Table 3 and Table 4).
This means that obtained clusters are not always compact and well separated.
However, to judge if the clusters conform to the reality, i.e. if members in a cluster
correspond to members of initial groups, Rand and Adjusted Rand indexes pre-
vail because they are built on the degree of agreement and disagreement between
groups (here between the reality and each of the clustering partitions).

In conclusion, and based on the two experimental designs, the clustering results
show that COSY spectra appear to be statistically repeatable and contain infor-
mative signal which helps to succeed in distinguishing groups of different spectra.
In other words, COSY spectra are enough repeatable so that the signal connected
to the initial groups is distinguished from the noise. Working on positions gives sat-
isfactory results but not better ones than working on intensities. Moreover, these
results show that the 2D ”bucketing” step is important and probably necessary to
solve misalignment problems (as it is the case in 1D). This additional information
can be profitable for further robust statistical analysis, as biomarker discovery.

4.2 Comparisons with corresponding 1H-NMR spectra

Besides the convincing repeatability of COSY spectra, this section intends to
demonstrate that the additional information contained in 2D spectra (compared
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Fig. 6 Illustrative dendrogram of the clustering on positions (first design, Ward algorithm
with Ochiai distance, dec = 2, before outlier deletion). M1 to M4 denote the four different
initial mixtures. Different colours are attributed to different clusters.

Fig. 7 Illustrative dendrogram of the clustering on intensities (first design, Ward algorithm,
dec = 1, after outlier deletion). M1 to M4 denote the four different initial mixtures. Different
colours are attributed to different clusters.
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to 1D) is relevant and crucial by improving the quality of the clustering results. It
is always difficult to directly compare objects of different dimensions. To be able
to compare 1H-NMR and COSY spectra, some pre-processing steps are necessary
to upgrade the one-dimensional spectra before performing clustering.

4.2.1 Upgrade of 1H-NMR spectra

Some very powerful and complete tools are available to pre-process, transform and
interpret 1H-NMR data, for example in [29] [25]. Here, the goal is not to focus on
sophisticated pre-processing methods for 1H-NMR data, but just to upgrade them
in order to obtain comparable pre-processing levels for both 1D and COSY data.
To do so, one-dimensional spectra were subject to the following steps after phase
and baseline correction:

– elimination of negative intensities,
– deletion of the water peaks between 4.5 and 5.5 ppm,
– application of the constant sum transformation,
– ”bucketing” by using the same number of decimals (for the ppm coordinates)

than for the COSY experiments,
– outlier deletion.

In a general way, it is quite intuitive that 2D spectra require less pre-processing
to obtain an acceptable vizualisation of the signal and of potential biomarkers. Fi-
nally, note that the reasoning based on the positions makes no sense when working
with 1D spectra. Consequently, clustering processes were only performed on 1D
normalized intensities (raw intensities, ”bucketed” with two decimals and with
only one decimal).

4.2.2 Comparisons

The clustering results obtained with 1H-NMR spectra are available in Table 5 for
the first design and in Table 6 for the more complex second one.

Signal Dec. Algorithm Distance T DI DBI RI ARI
Intensities 1 Ward Euclidean 201 0.927 0.120 0.908 0.807
Intensities 1 K-means Euclidean 201 0.560 0.463 0.835 0.667
Intensities 2 Ward Euclidean 2001 0.712 0.426 0.717 0.516
Intensities 2 K-means Euclidean 2001 0.601 0.739 0.732 0.476

Raw intensities Ward Euclidean 199967 0.362 1.048 0.606 0.544
Raw intensities K-means Euclidean 199967 0.284 1.182 0.410 0.196

Table 5 First design: numerical clustering performances for 1D data.

If one compares these results with Rand and Adjusted Rand indexes in Table 3
and Table 4 respectively, it appears clearly that these indexes are mainly higher
when the clustering algorithms are performed on COSY spectra. Resulting par-
titions of the spectra are better for COSY: they are more in agreement with the
real initial groups. Thus, this proves, for the two experiments, that the additional
spectral dimension does provide relevant information to improve the clustering re-
sults and, consequently, to improve the repeatability and the spectral informative
content (MIC).
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Signal Dec. Algorithm Distance T DI DBI RI ARI
Intensities 1 Ward Euclidean 207 0.981 0.688 0.704 0.233
Intensities 1 K-means Euclidean 207 0.334 0.663 0.702 0.230
Intensities 2 Ward Euclidean 2054 0.901 0.986 0.704 0.233
Intensities 2 K-means Euclidean 2054 0.635 1.119 0.740 0.290

Raw intensities Ward Euclidean 205034 0.670 1.074 0.588 0.017
Raw intensities K-means Euclidean 205034 0.447 1.321 0.675 0.145

Table 6 Second design: numerical clustering performances for 1D data.

5 Conclusion and further works

In this article, an advanced clustering approach is proposed to evaluate and quan-
tify the ”repeatability” (as defined in the introduction) of metabolomic NMR
spectral data, and is applied on both 1H-NMR and COSY spectra, using both
qualitative input (binary positions, linked with the absence or presence of a peak
or metabolite) or quantitative inputs (intensities). More precisely, the choice of
this clustering approach is to be related to the presence of initial groups in the
signal. In the two real experimental designs detailed in Section 2.2, four different
cell culture mixtures and four different blood donors were respectively involved.
The elements of these groups were ”mixed” via several noisy factors: sampling,
time replicates, delays, deterioration, risk of bacterial contamination, etc... The
goal of the clustering processes was to blindly recover these initial groups using all
the individual unlabeled spectra. And the final quality of these processes informs
us about the quantity of captured signal and can be finally viewed as a measure
of repeatability.

This work first shows some pre-processing steps for the data analyst in order to
handle 2D COSY data, including the construction of the Global Peak List (GPL)
matrix and a bucketing step which allows to control the data resolution.

It then demonstrates that COSY spectra provide very satisfying clustering re-
sults: in other words, in spite of the multiple noise factors, the informative part of
the signal can be well discovered and, finally, the final clusters are mainly in con-
cordance with the initial groups. The clustering methodology also highlights that
2D ”bucketing”, by aggregating data according to reduced numbers of decimals
for the ppm coordinates, helps to improve repeatability when using COSY data.

Furthermore, this paper also provides a comparison between COSY and 1H-
NMR spectra, based on the quality of respective clustering results. It is demon-
strated that COSY spectra provide more metabolomic informative content (MIC)
about the groups than corresponding upgraded 1H-NMR spectra, thus proving the
importance and the relevance of the additional dimension of COSY to go further
in NMR-based metabolomics studies.

These promising results have to be confirmed on faster versions of COSY ex-
periments, in order to deal with more competitive acquisition times. The method-
ology can also be applied to heteronuclear two-dimensional spectroscopy tools, like
HSQC spectra. Ultimately, once the repeatability of a given 2D tool or technology
is verified, the research of discriminating zones or biomarkers, which represents the
main objective of most metabolomics studies, can benefit from the advantageous
use of 2D-NMR spectra instead of the more traditional 1H-NMR ones.
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